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A study is made of the effect of a nonlinearity on the stability

properties of a simplified version of the PIC difference equations. An

equilibrium amplitude of the fluctuations, resulting from the instability,

1s determined as a function of the parameters of the method.
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INTRODUCTION

The Psrticle-in-CeXl (PIC) technique is a finite difference method

of expressing the

been described i.n

for the method is

of celJs

mass are

equations of motion of a compressible fluid; i’thas

various reports [1,2]. The computational framework

achieved by dividing the ~stem into an Nerisn mesh

and superimposing a mesh of particles whose distribution and

such as to describe the ititial configuration of the fluid.

The differential equations of motion, with transport te?nnsneglected,

are written in finite difference form relative to the system of cells.

The transport effect is obtained by allowing the particles to move

through the fixed cellular coordinate system according to the velocities

in the neighboring cells.

The method has achieved considerable success in problems involving

high velocity fluid flow and it has been reco@zed [lJ that a large

portion of this success is attributable to the transport mechanism of

the method. The movement of particles acnss celJ_boundaries gives rise

to a nonlinear dissipative force which is effective in reducing the fluc-

tuations that arise as a result ot’the ciifferencingtechnique. This dis-

sipative term is of the form of a “true” viscosity, in that it is propor-

tional to the velocity gradient.
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The same measure of success has not been obtained, howwer, in rep-

resenting low velocity flnw. The primary reason for this is that the

velocity gradients are too small to make the dissipative force effective2

so that instabilities develop. This difficulty can be overcome by intro-

ducing into the equations linear forms of artificisl viscosity, whose

effect persists even to zero speeds. However, this solution is not

always desirable in other regions of the fluid, since the artificial vis-

cosity tends to obliterate some of the features of interest of the high

velocity flow.

But the effect of this instability can be minimized, without re-

course to artificial.viscosity, by the optimum choice of the adjustable

parameters of the method. The reason is that the dissipative term pre-

vents unbounded growth of the instability. Hence, if one can determine

the upper limit of the fluctuations, which result from this instability,

as a function of the parameters of the system, the parameters can then

be chosen in such a wsy as to bound the instability to a tolerable level.

The primary purpose of this report is to determine the mechanics of this

dissipative process in a finite difference sys’temand thereby achieve an

expression for the equi~brium amplitude of fluctuations in terms of the

parameters.

This study was further prompted by a desire to lezcrnnmre about the

effect of no~nearities on difference equation stability in general.

This consideration,together with the difficulty involved in the study

of more than one no~nearity at a time, has led us to investigate a
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simplified version of the PIC equations rather than the full equations.

It is hoped that the results of this analysis will thereby be applicable

to a wider range of difference methods.

The appendices to this report deal.with certain improvements on the

PIC method which have not previously been published. Appendix I is con-

cerned with the fom of the energy equation as it appears in this report.

This form differs from that which was employed in previous discussions of

the PIC method in that it is derived from the &ifferential equation of

motion for specific internal energy rather than that for total ener~.

Appendix II describes the form and effectiveness of the various types

of artificial viscosity which have been employed in PIC calculations at

LQs Alames. It also contains a discussion of a more effective manner of

expressing the viscosity terms in the difference eq~tions than had been

in use previously. This latter section should also be applicable to

finite difference methods other than PIC.

-9-



PART I. STABILJ7TYANALYSIS OF THE PIC EQUATIONS

A PIC calculation is performed in three phases. In Phase I the dif-

ference form of the mmentum and ener~ equations, exclusive of the trans-

port terms, is solved. Phase II is then concerned with the movement of

particles; Phase III deals with the re-paz%itioning, among the cells, of

momentum and energy carried by particles which cross cell boundaries.

The stability properties of the method are completely determined,

however, by the first of these phases, since they are concerned with the

response of the system to a perturbation of steady state conditions.

Forj if the fluctuations which result from this perturbation attain suf-

ficient magnitude to cause appreciable mvement of psrticles, then in-

stabilityy is amply demonstrated. But, by restricting the study to the

equations of Phase I, the determination of stabi33ty becomes a matter of

ascertaining whether or not there is growth with time of the magnitude

of the fluctuations produced by the perturbation.

Assming, therefore, that the system will retain its initial uni-

form density configuration,the one dimensional PIC difference equations

can be written,

-1o-



n+1
‘j-l/2 -$.1 /2

5t ‘k [(~;-1 -$+ ($1 -OIJ

- =& [pj-,/2(tij-,- ‘ij) + ‘f-,’j-l (1)

n
and pn , z represent the velocity, specific inter-

‘here ‘j-l/2’ $1/2 J- /

nal ener~, and pressure at the center of the jth cell at time t = nbt.

Also,

(
\

n+l ‘1
‘ij.-l/2= ; ‘j-l/2 +’$1/2)’

( 1)(
\

n f n n

‘J
=P acO+~ ‘j-l/2 + ‘~+1/2 ‘j-1/2 J

- U;+l/ $

where a and f are constants of approximately unit magnitude and

fixed representative sound speed for the system.

co is a

The q terms represent artificial viscosity; their purpose is to im-

prove the stability and accuracy of the method by smoothing out any fluc-

tuations which may develop in the system. A discussion of the form of

these terms and the manner in which they are expressed in the difference

equations wiXL be found in Appendix II, but it is pertinent to this sec-

tion to point out one particular aspect of their expression which compli-

cates the analysis. Artificial viscosity is usually applied only in

those parts of the system that sre undergoing compression; in those re-

gions which are e~eriencing rarefaction, additional dissipation is not

required.
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The dilemma which arises in a stability analysis is that there is no

clesrcut way of expressing, in the equations, the fact that the q terms

are nonzero orilywhen their velocity gradient factor is positive. The

course which is sometimes followed in such a situation is to assume that,

in a perturbed stagnation, each point in the system experiences equel

periods of compression and rarefaction. Then, for the purpose of the

xsis, the dissipative mechanism is appkkd at sU. times but only one-

half the actual.coefficient of viscosity is used. For lack of an alter-

native, this procedure will be followed in the present analysis, but the

amount of error thereby introduced will be demonstrated by experiment.

To proceed with the stability analysis, let us consider a system,

described by Eqs. (l), which has been perturbed from steady state. The

perturbation is introduced by means of the substitution

$-1 /2
+Uo + bun

j-1/2’

1;.1/2 +10 + 51n
J-1 /2’

where UO and 10 me the stedy

5$,/2 ~I;-1/2 <<1.

@’Io

state values and

Then, retaining only first order terms in the variation of these small

values, Eqs. (1), with a polytropic equation of state, p = (Y - 1)PI, be-

come
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UI
6%:,2=6? o

j-1/2 ‘~

(Y - I)btwhere o =
25X ‘

(2)

A=; (aco+fu I 1)
5t

o G“

Assuming that a solution of Eqs. (2) can be expressed in terms of

Fourier series, let us examine the conditions under which a typical term

can be a solution. Take as the representative terns from the series

= A eik(j-1/2) n
~$- 1/2 r, (3)

=B eik(j-1/2) n
r.G=;-1/2

Then expressing Eqs. (2) in terms of solution (3), we obtsin

A(r - 1) = rJB(e-ik- eik) + AA(e-ik+ eik - 2),

UI

[ 1B(r- 1) =-# A(e-ik-eilS) (r+l) ,

and, on collecting terms, this

A[r - 1 + 2A(1 - COS k)]

A[iaIo(r + 1) sink]

becomes

-tB(2io sin k) = O,

+B(r-1) = o.
(4)

A necesssry and sufficient concti.tionthat Eqs. (4) have a nontrivial solu-

tion for A and B is that



(r- 1)2+27(1 - cosk) (r- 1) +2c210(sin2k) (ri-1) =00

From this equation a solution can be obtained for r in the form

r= 1 -a - p*31(c4+P)243, (5)

where a = A(1 - cos k),

P
2

= U210 sin k.

In order

that Irl~lo

parameters, depend on whether r is a real or complex number.

that solution (3) does not grow with time it is necessary

The restrictions, which this condition imposes upon the

Case I: (a + P)2 < 4p

Then r is complex and

lr12 = 1 -2cY i-2p

= 1- 2?41 - COS k) + 2021.(1 - COS2 k).

Thus, in order that lr12 ~ 1, it is reqtired that

Now, the boundary conditions on a PIC problem require that the ve-

locity vanish at the ends of the system. This limits the allowable v~ues

of k to the values

k =2 2 ....
N’ N’

where N is the number of cells in the system. Thus, to insure stabi~ty

for all-values of k, it is sufficient to require that the inequality

-14-



y(*
above holds when k = ~. The stability property for Case I then becomes

(7 - 1)210 bt
ac

o
+ fluol > (1 + Cos ;) 25X “

But at steady state U. s O, so for Case I the stability requirement is

(7- 1)210 bt
aco~(l +COS~)

25X

Case II: (u +f3)2> @

In this case r is real and br/ak is

lrl attains its

ment that Irl<

0<2A<

i.e.,

maximum value at k = m.

1 reduces to the condition

1,

proportional to sin k, so that

For this value of k the require-

‘<aco<iiz”

Notice, in Eqs. (3), that k= n corresponds to a solution with a wave-

length of 2 cells. Hence it is the high frequency components which are

most drastically affected by excessive artificial viscosity. The reason is

that the viscosity term is proportional to the velocity gradient between

adjacent celd.s,so that excessive correction results in a gradient of oppo-

site direction but increased magnitude. The resultant of these excessive

corrections is a high frequency disturbance which grows exponentially.

*
Fourier components for which k = 2xn correspond to velocity profiles
which are identically zero; hence growth of these components will not
lead to instability.
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The result of violating the condition which is derived in Case I,

i.e., too little artificial viscosity, is the subject of Part II.

Briefly, rapidly growing fluctuations develop here also, until the ve-

locity magnitudes become large enough to @ow the fluOl term to sta-

bilize the system. This capacity permits PIC calculations to be per-

formed without any artificial viscosity whatsoever, since a term of the

fluOl type is inherent in the PIC method of moving the particles (Ref. 1,

p. 14ff).

A plot of the predicted region of stability (for fixed values of 7,

5x, N and l.) is shown in Fig. 1. When, in the machine runs, artificial

viscosity is applied in both rarefactions and compressions, it is found

that the observed limits of stability agee perfectly with this predic-

tion. But the experimentally observed outline of the region of sta-

bility for problems @ which artificial viscosity is applied in compres-

sions only is shown by the dashed line. The discrepancy between the area

thus outlined and the predicted region of stability indicates that our

assumption (that in a perturbed stagnation artificial viscosity applied

in compressions on?y is equivalent to one-~ the amount applied in both

compressions aqd r@refactions) does not hold for large smount.sof szlxLfi-

oial viscosi%y. The reason is that, when compressions are rapidly

dsqped, the sys.tm e~eriences rsrefaction considerablymore than fifty

percent of the time.
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PART II. THE NONLINEAR BOUNDING OF THE PIC INSTABILITY

The stability analysis of Psrt I indicated that the PIC equations

were unstable when the coefficient of the linear part of the artificial

viscosity term was less thm a certain positive definite function of the

parameters of the system. It was also obsezwed, however, that this in-

stability was bounded in amplitude by the nonlinear psrt of the viscosity

terms, which corresponds to the effective viscosity of PIC. It is the pur-

pose of this section of the report to study the mechanics of this damping

force and to obtain an expression for the equilibrium smplitude of fluc-

tuations in terms of the parameters of the system.

To attempt an analysis of the complete PIC equations, including a

provision for density vsriation, would be a very complicated procedure.

Instead, the study willbe concerned with the effects of the nonlinearity

upon a simplified version of these equations, which has the sw.e stability

properties as the complete equations. The results can then be extended

qualitatively to the complete equations.

Two simplificationsare made — the ener~ equation is linearized,

and celJ density is fixed as a constant. The first condition has very

little effect upon the outcome of experiments, whereas the second amounts

-18-



to a

that

removal of the viscosity which

the nonlinearity is weaker but

is inherent in the PIC equations, so

acts in the same manner. But these

changes permit us to restrict our attention to a single nonlinear term,

thereby simpli~ng the analysis and generalizing the study. As a re-

sult the conclusions will.be applicable to a wider class of nonlinear

problems.

Our purpose is to consider these equations for a fluid which has

been perturbed slightly

ficial viscosity is set

linear part is present.

equation of state, Eqs.

from steady state. The Jinesx part of the arti-

to zero (so the system is unstable) but the non-

With the foregoing changes and a polytropic

(1) become

(J-,,.2 - I;+l,2)+& i U;+,2+’$1,2In

{/

‘) n
x ‘;-3 2 - $-1/2J - $1/2 (

n
+ ‘j+l/2 u;-1/2 )1-‘j+l/2 ‘

(7)
n+l

+= “ &l)IO (’j-j/2 - ‘j+l/JY

where I is the initisl value of specific internal energy.
o

Computer Results

A series of problems were run on the computer in order to test the

effect of the vsrious parameters on the final equilibrium attained by

these equations. An initial perturbation was supplied as a small velocity

-19-



in each cell, and the resulting fluctuations were observed through their

effect on the kinetic energy histories. In addition, the velocity pro-

files were analyzed in detail through Fourier decomposition.

Figure 2, curves (a) to (h), showsthe kinetic energy histories

for a series of machine runs in which the s~ze of the system vsxies from

6 to 80 cells, all other parameters being fixed at the following values:

bt = 0.25,5X = 1.0,f = 1.0, y = 1.67,md 10 = 0.9. Boundary conditions

specify u = O at the ends of the region, and when the linear form of vis-

cosity is included in Eqs. (7) the final equilibrium condition is u = O

‘ZU2everywhere. Thus the kinetic ener~ - is a good measure of the
2 ~ j-1/2’

nonvanishing fluctuation. Since the frequency of oscillations of kinetic

energy is too high to plot on the scale of Fig. (2), the curves trace the

loci of the maximum and minimun points. The average midpoint between

these lines at late times is taken as the equilibrium value.

In these curves, notice that fluctuations grow rapidly at first (as

in a Hnesr problem) but are eventually bounded to equilibrium. The amount

of overshoot which precedes equilibrium, as well as the mean equilibrium

amplltude, generally increase with the size of the system, although the

6 cell system is anomalous in both respects.

The machine results show that the course of any one calculation

usually can be divided into three phases. In the first or llnesr phase,

the fluctuations grow rapidly in time. This phase is terminated by the

achievement, in the mean, of velocity fluctuations large enough to give

appreciable nonlinesr dissipation. In the second phase, there is a first

-20-
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Fig. 2: Kinetic ener~ histories for PIC-like systems
perturbed from steady state. The lines trace
maximum and minimum values of kinetic energy.
other than the number of cells in the system,
all.these problems: 5x= 1.0, tit= 0.25,y=
f = 1.0, Uj = 0.01, I = 0.9.

J

which have been
the loci of
Input data,
is the same for
5/3,aco = o,
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order lxilancebetween the instability and the dissipation, but also there

is a higher order imbalance leading to slow transition to final steady

state (the third phase). The origin of these phases will be discussed in

more detail in the following sections. Most of the calculations were not

run long enough to show the Phase III behavior.

Other experiments were performed in which the time interval snd the

coefficient of the nonlinear term were vsried. It was found that the

finsl equilibrium kinetic ener~was proportionalto (bt/f)2, which be-

havior is explained within the next few pages.

The initisl perturbation in these problems was such that only the

symmetric (odd) Fourier modes of oscillation were originally present in

the system. Furthermore, the rate of growth of the even modes was ob-

served to be very smaJJ compsred to that of the odd males, so that the

nonsymmetric modes never contributed significantly to the ener~ of the

system. A Fourier anslysis of velocity profiles showed that, among the

odd modes at late times, one mode of oscillation usually was dominant.

When the number of cells in the system was small, the lowest frequency

mode was predominant, exceeding the other modes in smplitude by several

orders of magnitude; but in larger systems one of the higher frequency

modes generally dominated. In these latter cases the amplitude of the

dominant mode was usually two or three times that of the next largest

mode. Also, although the wave number of the dominsnt mode differed from

problem to problem, it was found that its late time smplitude was ~ways

nearly the same. These features sre illustrated in Table 1.
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TABLE1

AMPLITUDE OF SIGNIFICANT 11ODESAT COMPLETION
OF MACHINE RUNS FOR SEVERAL PROBLEMS

The amplitudes shown in parentheses are averages
of highly oscillating values.

Mode Number of Cells in System
~ (Duration of Problem in Time Cycles)

1

3
5
7

9
11
13

15

17

19

21

23

25

27
29

(9::0) (9:0) (13:00)
65

(9700)

0.140

(0.002)

0.000

0.000

(0.001)

(0.001)

---

0.023

0.073
0.107

0.024
(0.009)
(0.002)
(0.004)

(0.006)
(0.010)

(O.O1l)
(0.007)
(0.005)

(0.003)
(0.002)

0.015

0.014

0.051
0.121

0.011

0.001

0.004

0.001

(0.002)

(0.002)

(0.003)

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.002)

0.000

---

0.006
0.013
0.022

0.032
0.048
0.1o8

0.033
0.015

0.032
(0.003)
(0.002)

(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.003)

(9%0)

---

---

---

---

0.007
0.028
0.109
0.032

0.033
0.036
(0.009)
(0.007)
(0.006)
---

---
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The Mechanics of Dissipation

In the anslysis of the problem of equilibrium balance, it wilJ.turn

out to be sufficiently accurate to consider an approximation to Eqs. (7).

We therefore expand Eqs. (7) in Taylor series about the center of the jth

cell and about time n?it. Neglecting terms higher than the first in 5X and

bt, we have

(8)

Now,to zero order

so that

%L?=
at’

-(, - 1) ~(%w’)=(, - 1]’,0 “y?
With this substitution Eqs. (8)

&-l ~
-(7-1)+-+*

n

-(7 - 1)10 au:;l/’.

become

sun-l ‘

-# t=

n

*
-12=
t

The stability of Eqs. (9) depends upon the sign of the quantity

{[ ,f 5X $-1/2 I -(, - ‘)2+)4%-+
(9)
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+;.l,) =f 5-+-1,21 -(y - 1)210 ~.

A stability analysis of these equations for a fixed value of u wilJ verify

this. In Eqs. (9) let

n . A ~ikx ~u)t
‘j-l/2 Y

n .

Ij-1/2 = B el& e“to

Then

A[u + Uk2] + B[ik(~ - 1)] = O,

A[ik(~ - 1)10] + B(o= O.

For a nontrivial solution we must have

m(u)+ ak2) + k2(y - 1)210 = O,

or

(J.

2 4 - 4k2(y - 1)210 .

Now for stability, the real part of m must be negative. This will be true

only when o > 0.

(2)
Since at steady state u u* is definitely negative, the system

J-l/

is initially unstable. But, as the velocities grow, u increases and equi-

librium is attained at u = O. The corresponding mean velocity magnitude.

at equilibrium is therefore given by

(Y - 1)210 ~t
Iul =

2f 5X “
(lo)

-25-



If we assume a probability distribution P(u) of velocities

mean, the associated mean kinetic energy for a system of N

m each is given by

J

w
~= ;Nm P(u) U2 due

-m

For a normal distribution

P(u) = 0.538u e
-0.91 U2U2

>

f 5X
u=

(~- l)210bt;

this gives

[

(Y - 1)210bt
fi= 0.275~= 0.275~

V 1fbx “

about this

cells of mass

(11)

(12)

In contrast, for a sharp distribution in which p(u) = 5(u - ~), we get

‘(y- l)210b%2
1 [

(y- l)2105t12
~=~Nm

1 2f 5X
= 0.125 Nm f 5X 1

. (13)

A comparison of these predictions with computer results for typical

values of the parameters is shown in Fig. 3. The points in the figure

indicate observed values, while the upper Une is a plot of relation (12),

referring to normal distribution of velocities about the mean, snd the

lowest line shows the kinetic energy, Eq. (13), which would be attained

if all cells had the mean velocity. It is seen that the actual distribu-

tion lies between these extremes. The prediction requires further ansly-

sis, the results of

are derived below.

which sre shown by the middle J3.nein the figure and
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“” A comparison of observed values of mean kinetic energy near>.
final equilibrium with three predictions arrived at in the
text.
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Modsl Exchange of Energy

Thus far, the investigation, while shedding some

ics of the damping process snd providing an estimate

light on the mechan-

of the equilibrium

smplitude, has told nothing about the normal males of oscillation in the

system or of the energy sharing between these modes. For this purpose

we need a more detailed study of the difference equations.

Consider sgain Eqs. (8),

(8)

Notice that we have dropped the subscripts and superscripts for ease of

writing.

Following

tion of these

I&yloff and Bogoliuboff [3], we will.assume that the solu-

first order equations will not differ much from the solu-

tion of the zero order equations, and we will account

by tiowing the amplitude and phase of the zero order

with time. An appropriate solution of the zero order

u= A sinkx sin(ut+cp),

I=@A coskx COS (Ot+q),

where

m=(y- 1)5 k.

The first boundary condition

for this difference

solution to vsxy

equations is

-25-



lJ. o atx=O

is already satisfied. Applying the boundary condition

U.() atx. L.

determines the unique values

N 8X

which k may assume,

n7t
“T’

n= 1,2,... .

Thus the complete solution of the zero order equations can bewritten

U“ ~ AnSin~ sin Qn,
n=1

(14)

+Cp = up + Qn.
n

Now, considering An and qn as functions of time, we have

n

so that, to impose the zero order solution, it is required that

(15)

Substitutionof solution (14), subject to condition (15), into Eqs. (8)

gives
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I
nfi(y- I)@ @ in

2L [ %
- An

cos L 1 nmx
sin Q sin —

n L

plus an identity equation. Thus

1

sin Q
n1

In)SinQl ~Am~cos~ sinQ dx.

Integration of the right-hand side by parts and simplification give an ex-

pression for the rate of growth of the amplitudes,

x

r‘(’i‘)%)‘in 2%- ~.f ‘x— Cos‘n~L Cos%1)410tjt

Consider, first, the case f = O.

obtain

which

where

;n=-~nsin2 (unt+qn),

on integration gives
.

9n’- n “ (Unt +Cn),u)t+ tan

mx mm
— Cos —
L L

Combining

.

sin
QJ

ti.
(16)

Eqs. (15) and (16) we

Cn iS ~ srbitrsry constant. With this, then

(17)
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,—

in=

Thus

An =

where Kn is

1
CDn-t+c”

UA n

1‘n l+(unt+cn)*”

Kn~ 1 + (u.)nt+ Cn)2 ,

a second arbitrary constant.

(18)

This shows that with f = O we can eqect a Growth in smplitude for

each component, becoming linear in time for lsrge times. This solution

is also appropriate for f # O when the amplitudes are smeillenough to

neglect the nonlinesr term in Eq. (16). But as the amplitudes

nonlinear term will.eventually check the instability, bringing

to equilibrium.

grow, this

the system

Consider now the case f # O. By neglecting cross product terms (whose

contribution is small for the significant lower frequency modes), we can

write Eq. (16) in a simpler form which illustrates the manner in which

fluctuations ~e damped,

● r
An = Anon sin Qn cos

%11

The amplitudes

enouGh to make

increase in

the bracket

magnitude until the velocity becomes large

term small. Thus, the mean value of in ap-

proaches zero to first order and A_ achieves its maximum value. The order
11

in which the modes are maximized depends upon the configuration of the ve-

locity profile and of this we can say very little at first. But the ve-

locity magnitude must continue its growth as long as there is a single
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o

node for which An >

tive for many modes

O; during

and these

IIerein,perhaps, lies the

this period the bracket terms become neGa-

oscillations decay.

e~hnation of the origin of the dominant

mode oscillation, which was discussed earlier. For consider the system

at the time when there is but a single mode which remains to be maximized.

The velocity is increasing in magnitude but all other frequency oscilla-

tions are declining, and hence the velocity profile is approaching closer

and closer to the configuration of the growing oscillation. It can be

shown that the integal in Eq. (16’) is least when the velocity is com-

21ul
posed entirely of T frequency oscillations; therefore the growing re-

.u

semblance of the velocity

growth of this final mode

of the first

mum velocity

concentrateed

Phase II.

phase of the

to this frequency only serves to prolong the

and the decay of all other modes. Thus the end

process, which corresponds to the time of m&-

magnitude, finds a major

into a single nmde; this

portion of the energy of the system

concentration increases throughout

To include the cross product terms and perform the analysis in general

say number a, domi-would be difficult; however, when a particular model

nates the system to the etient that
.-

1

L

A, sin ~ sin Q, ~A
a

.4

a xx
sin —

L
sin

% > (19)

then considerable simplification is possible. MaJcinguse of this “domi-

nant-modettassumption, which wiu be done for the rest of this paper,

Eq. (16)can be written
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4f 5X
in = Anon sin Qn cos Qn - cos Q A sin Qa

L(y - l)% bt na
(20)

I h
L

sin afix
x $m % Cos nyrx

T
cos

L
y ax,

o
m

where

Vm = ~ Am sin Qm.

Now

In the machine calculations, it was observed that the even modes

never contributed significantly to the fluctuation energy. This is rea-

sonable to expect, since the equations with f = O conserve s~etry m

initially only odd modes were present; by the time even modes could

couple in significantly, equilibrium of Phase II tyye had been achieved

and ftrrthereven-mode growth was slowed to second order. Thus, with OIi&

odd modes considered, the sum in Eq. (20) can be written
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u L
sn = Vm czltx refix

sin —
L

Cos —
o L

m

(
:vn -=- ti-*’+”-

3 3

nmx
Cos —

L&

,Y1.3Ed +!l?Q_ul-...).
n .

1 - 4q’ 1 - 4q’ /

When n = a, the dominant mode, only the first txroterms in the sum contri-

bute significantly to Sa. Thus

Sa+~~Va=~aAasinC&.

When n ~ a, we wiU. assume that Sn can be limited to its first term. This

assumption will be justified presently, at

number modes, i.e., for n < 2CY. With this

Eqs.

ia =

in=

mode

(20) can be written

least for the significant lower-

assumption the system of

(Aa Ua sin Qa cos Qa 1 - g
4f 5X

Aa

3 Jf(Y- 1)210 Et

(
An on sin Qn cos Qn 1 -

4f 5X Aa
fi(y- 1)210 St

sin
%1) )

(21)
\

f3in
%1) 9 n+ ct.

Since these equations have been derived on the basis of the dominant

assumption, which became effective at the close of Phase I of the

process, they are appropriate for a description of quasi-equilibrium and

equilibrium conditions, that is, Phases II and III. Without solving them

we msy notice their late-time properties. The rate of change of all the

modes depends upon the magnitude of Aa, which will continue to increase,
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on the average, as long as the bracket term in the first equation is posi-

tive. Before this growth stops, however, the bracket term in the equation

for An, n # a,

Iibrium should

Aa~$

wild.have become negative. Thus the final, Phase

correspond to

IT(y- 1)210 bb

if 5x< lsinQal > =

An + O, n+a,

III, equi-

3t2(y - 1)210bt
16f 5X 9

(22)

where < > signifies an average over time. However,there is some

to indicate that.the

by the effect of the

ter will be reta.rrned

equilibrium amplitude for Aa may be changed
.

sinusoidal terms in the expression for Aa.

to again below.

evidence

somewhat

This mat-

Phase II is that period, fo310wing the initial smplitude growth, when

the system is approaching this single frequency oscillation. Its duration

varies considerably from problem to problem and is, as shall.be demon-

strated, largely dependent upon the number of the dominant mode. Further-

more, the number of the dominant mode increases with system size, so that

ultimately the rate of ener~ concentration depends upon the system size.

This fact is very much in evidence in the kinetic energy profiles of

Fig. 2. The 6, 12, and 18 ceJl systems, for which Fourier decomposi-

tions indicate the lowest frequency mode is dominant, pass rapidly from

initial damping to the Phase III equilibrium condition of a uniform amplit-

ude, single frequency oscillation. But the larger systems, which sre

dominated by higher frequency modes, exhibit profiles indicative of com-

posite frequency oscillations. Furthermore, the amplitude of these
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kinetic energy curves increases with time, indicating a slow growth in

the magnitude ofthe dominant mode at the expense of the secondary modes.

The vsriation in the calculation time required to attain a true

dominant mode distribution

tion time upon system size

amplitude of various modes

of energy and the

are apparent from

at the completion

dependence of this calcula-

Table 1, which shows the

of the machine runs. This

completion time is quite arbitrsxy in that, although alJ.the problems

have passed the stage of initial amplitude growth, there is a marked con-

trast in the amount of energy concentration which has taken place. The

12 cell system is the only one in which essentially all the ener~ of the

system has been concentrated in one mode. The other problems, one of

which was run considerably longer than the 12 cell problem, all contain

secondary modes of significant amplitude.

We have not been able to predict a priori which mode will dominate

nor to explain why the number of tie dominant mode increases with the num-

ber of cells in the system; but we csn show qusll.tativelywhy the secon-

dsry mode amplitudes recede more slowly when the dominant mode wave number

increases. For this purpose it seems appropriate to make use of Eqs. (21),

even though the system has not yet reached a true dominant mode condition.

They sre considered applicable because the amplitude of the dominant mode

is so much lsrger than the secondary mode amplitudes that condition (19)

should be vsJid. Simpli&ing Eqs. (21) we write
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where

in=An U)n
(’ -@J

4f 5x< lsin QJ>
g. 9

?’c(y - 1)%0 5t

Solving the first equation, we

~at

~= Re
‘S9

1+; ‘%
g Re

obtain

where R is an arbitrary constant. Substituting this expression for Au

into the second

An = Kn

equations yields a solution for An,

(23)

L -1

where Kn is another arbitrary constant.

Notice that as t + m,

so that the final equilibrium solution is the same as before. But Eq. (23)

indicates’why this final solution is delayed as the value of a increases.

When a = 1, as in the 12 cell problem, the smallest possible value of the

exponent is three, so that ti the secondary modes lose amplitude rapidly;

but for larger values ofa there exist modes for which this exponent is
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approximately one, so that the decay of these amplitude curves is much

more gradual.

Likewise this equation demonstrates why, for a fixed value of a,

the high frequency vibrations are damped much more rapidly thsn the lower

frequency ones, substantiatingour assumption that the high frequency con-

tributions to Sn could be neglected when n < 2CZ. This rapid decay of the

high frequency modes is apparent in Table 2, which, for a system of 40

cells, compares the amplitude of significant modes at an earlier Phase II

time with those at problem completion time as listed in Table 1. Notice

sLso, in Table 2, the growth of the dominant mode amplitude.

TABLE 2

AMPLITUDE OF SIGNIFICANT MODES AT EARLY AND LATER
EQUILIBRIUM TIMES FOR A SYSTEM OF 40 CELIS

Time Mode Number

1 3 5 7 9 11 13
7,300 0.015 0.016 0.053 0.093 0.061 0.022 0.017

13,700 0.015 0.014 0.051 0.121 0.011 0.001 0.004

Now as the smplitude of these high frequency vibrations begins to

change rapidly, their phase angles once again assume a strong time depend-

ency as a result of the condition expressed in Eq. (15). These compl-ica-

tions are made apparent in the computer results by rather erratic varia-

tions in the amplitude and period of these high frequency oscillations at

late times. The irregular character of these oscillations is indicated in
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Table 1

On

lations

by parentheses around their average amplitude value.

the other hand, in the larger systems, the lower frequency oscil-

sre extremely uniform in both amplitude and period at the time

that these computer runs were completed. This

dominant mode Sn@itude has not as yet changed

would make in = O in Eq. (21), i.e.,

And,

this

what

●

would indicate that the

much from the value which

(24)

indeed, the dominant amplitudes in Table 1 do not vary much from

value; the greatest variation is 13%.

Since this rather slow rate of growth of the dominant mode is some-

at odds with what one would predict fxmm Eqs. (21), it is perhaps

worthy of some additional comment. Notice in these equations that the

expression for ~ is a product of two factors,

and

(
12 4f 5X

-5 fi(y- 1)210 bt

Aa sin Q
1)a“

The term in parentheses is positive for the Phase II dominant mode amp3.i-

tudes given by Eq. (24),and hence any

must result from the first term. This

approaching an oscillating function of

slowing down of the rate of growth

could happen if the first te?m was

time, in which

the two terms would oscilJ.ateand ~ would experience

case the product of

slt ernating periods
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of growth and decay. As this first term becomes a sinusoidal ~ction~

~a vanishes on the average and the system reaches finsl equilibrium.

There is some reason to believe that the final equilibrium state,

which these machine problems sre approaching, is characterized more by

the sinusoidal nature of this first term than by the vanishing of the

term in psrentheses. Evidence in support of this is given by the smpli-

tude of the dominant mode of the 12 cell

time. E&h the extreme concentration of

dent in Table 1, snd the uniform kinetic

system

energy

enera

at problem completion

into a single mode, evi-

smplitude of ‘Fig. 2b in-

dicate that this 12 ce12 problem is at least very close to a final equi-

librium state. And yet the dominant mode amplitude for this problem is

0.140, which is only 76% of the value that would make the term in puen-

theses in Eq. (21) vanish. Hence the constancy of the dominant mode

amplitude must result from the vsnishing on the average of the first term.

This matter win be referred to again in the discussion of final

kinetic energy predictions.

~edictions

Consider, now, an estimate of the total.kinetic ener~ of the system

on the basis of this Phase II dominant mode amplitude [Eq. (24)]. The

kinetic ener~ in the jth cell is given by

= ~~ ~ Am sin +) sin Qm An sin ‘fi(J~ ‘
A)

sin Qn,
‘j-l /2

so that, with m = 1,

2 nfi(j - +),
< ‘j-l/2

>.~-A~sin N
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and

<KE>=zcm =~$A~.
J j-1/2>

Assuming that the dominant mode contains essentially all of the ener~ in

the system, we have

[

X2(Y - 1)%0 M“1
2

<m>=;
8f 5X “

(25)

This prediction is shown as the middle line in Fig. 3. The sgreement is

considerably better (at this stage) than that obtained in the first ansJ.y-

sis; mofi of the discrepancy can be attributed to the actual strength of

the neglected secondary modes.

But from this intermediate stage of equilibrium we expect the kinetic

energy profile to rise rather slowly as the dominant mode smplitude ap-

proaches its asymptotic value given by Eq. (22). Since the asymptotic dom-

inant mode amplitude is s/2 the value used in the kinetic energy determina-

tion above, we mi@t expect that the kinetic energy of the system would

eventually attain a level 9/4 higherthan this intermediate plane. How-

ever, it is probable that this growth will be tempered by the fact that,
● 0

as Aa becomes small, the first factor in the expression for Aa will become

sinusoidal, so that &wi13. become anoscill.ating function of time in

Eq. (21). The final kinetic energy level should then lie at some inter-

mediate plateau, probably not far removed from the prediction made by the

first analysis. Unfortunately, a prohibitive amount of machine time would

be required to enable one of these large systems to reach this ultimate

goal.
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It is also possible to

quency of the dominant mode

a true dominant mde energy

obtain a fairly accurate estimate of the fre-

at equilibrium. When the ~stem has attsined

distribution, indicative of Phase III equili-

brium, and the dominant mode is approaching its limiting vslue, then its

frequency should be approaching the natural frequency, since ~a

~, according to Eq.

+ O with

(15). In the 12 cell ~stem, which is a case of

this type, the frequency of the first mode differs by less than 2$ from

its natural frequency.

But for a systemwhich has only attained the intermediate stage of

equilibrium, a prediction is mmewhat more clifficult to obtain. The re-

lationship between the amplitude and phase of the dominant mode in such

a ~stem is described by Eqs. (21) and (15),

;asin Qa + Au (ia - ma) cos Qa = O.

Since the experimental evidence indicates that

of the dominant mde vsry quite slowly at this

Aa=K+~,

G&= flt+c

8a f 5X

3L(Y - 1)% 5t’

the amplitude and period

stage, let us set

in these equations, where [ and c sre higher order correction terms.

Neglecting higher order terms, we get

i =;K sin~t OJ& - =1-~tl))
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~ sin Slt+ K(O - Ua + :) Cos (fit+ c) = o,

or

sin 2Qt (ma - ZKlsin Otl) +0 -ma +: = O.

Now average over time

u
n=

4ZKs+—.
2 311

and assume that < ~ > = O to get

For K use the Phase II dominant mode amplitude given by Eq. (24). Then

Table 3 shows a comparison of this predicted dominant mode frequency with

the observed results for problems at this intermediate stage of

equilibrium.

TABIE 3

ComparisonB~ OBSERvIIDAND PREDICTED
FREQUENCIESAT THE INTERMEDm STAGE OF

DOMINANT MODE
EQUILIBRIUM

Frequency Number of Cells
30 40 65 80

Observed 0.427 0.331 0.370 --

17
fi=~u)a 0.439 0.329 0.375 0.323
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Application to the PIC Equations

The results which have been obtained up to now have been applicable

to a simplified version of the PIC equations. We should like to investi-

gate the extent to which these results apply to the complete PIC equations.

The primary s&pZification made was the abandoning of the motion of

particles entirely snd the assumption that every cell had constant density;

the resulting equations are expressed as Eqs. (l). Then, for ease of

analysis, these equations were further simplified by linearizing the energy

equation.

Let us consider, first, the effect of this latter mxiification on

equilibria attdnment. Figure 4 shows the kinetic ener~ histories for

two problems, both of which consisted of 40 cell systems with the ssme

input data as the problems in Fig. 2. The dashed lines in the figure dup-

Mcate Fig. 2e, while the solid lines represent the maximum and minimum

kinetic energy values for a problem in which the nonlinear terms in the

ener~ equation

energy is 0.083

nonlinear form.

were retained. The average late time

for the linearized version as opposed

The reason why the discrepancy is so

equilibrium kinetic

to 0.081 for the

s~ght is that each

term in the nonlinear energy equation is of higher order in the perturba-

tion than the corresponding term in the momentum equation. Because the

perturbation is bounded to

order terms is negligible.

But the effect of the

was much more pronounced.

a very low level, the effect of these higher

other modification, the removal of particles,

For, not only was the inherent viscosity of
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the method, which results from particles crossing cell boundaries, lost

to the system but, in addition, the system was deprived of the damping

effects of momentum and energy conservation. The result is that the

energy profiles of a PIC problem are bounded to a much lower level than

the foregoing analysis would indicate and, furthermore, the damping

effeet is appsrent much sooner than was the case for the simplified

method. These improvements are very much in evidence in Fig. 5, which

shows the kinetic energy profiles for a PIC problem of 40 cells with

the same input as the problems of Fig. 4 and with 4 particles per cell.

But the presence of particles is not enough to insure effective

damping of fluctuations; the number of psz%icles per ceJJ.is also ex-

tremely important. There seems to be an optimum number of psrticles

per cell, below which effective damping is not attained and above which

orilyminor improvement is observed. In illustration, Table 4 ld.ststhe

equilibrium kinetic energy at late times of 2, 4, and 8 particles per

ce13.versions of the @ celll.problem illustrated in Fig. 5.

!iYmLE4

UUILI13RIUN KIXEYI!ICENERGY AMPLITUDES OBSERVED FUR k(lCELL SYSTEMS
CONSISTING OF 2, 4, and 8 PARTICLES PER CELL

Particles per CelJ Equilibrium K. E.

2 -0.3

4 0.020

8 0.014
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However, it should not be thought that the requirement that a sys-

tem contain a minimum number of psrbicles per cell, on the average, con-

stitutes a new restriction on the PIC method. It merely reflects the

need for proper resolution of the fluid within the cells.

Once this basic requirement is satisfied, it appears that the rela-

tionship between equilibrium kinetic energy and the parameters f, M, and

5x, which was obtained from the analysis of the simplified equations

[Eq. (25)], holds at least quaMtatively for the PIC equations aswell.

But, whereas that analysis predicted that the equilibrium kinetic energy

would vary quadratically with the ratio 8t/(f 5x), the PIC experiments in-

dicate that the variation is slower than that and depends upon the psmm-

eter which is changed in the ratio. Furthermore, in a PIC problem the

permissible fluctuation of kinetic energy (and therefore the size of the

ratio) is khnited by the fact that velocities must remain well below the

magnitude by which particles can be moved one cell length in a time cyclej

i.e., lul<bx/&t. Once this contition is violated, the fluctuations wi31

no longer be bounded in amplitude.

Figure 6 shows the kinetic ener~ histories for a series of problems

in which the ratio above is halved by varying each of the parameters in

turn. The top profile is a duplicate of that in Fig. 5 except that the

vertical scale is doubled in Fig. 6. The next three profiles in this

figure dennnstrate the effect on kinetic ener~ of doubldng the viscosity

coefficient, f, and the celJ.length, 5x, and of halving the time interval,

15t,respectively. Note that the change in the time”increment hsd a much
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Fig. 6: This series demonstrates the effect of various parameters on
the kinetic energy history of a kl cell PIC system which has
been perturbed from steady state. Except for the changes
noted, the input data is the same as that for Fig. 2e, in par-
ticti, f = 1.0, 5X = 1.0, W = 0.250
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greater effect on the kinetic ener~ profile

parameter changes.

The importance of the time increment on

than either of the other

instability bounding, as

compared to the effect of the other parameters, persists even to zero

values of the artificial viscosity. This is evident in Fig. 7 which

shows the effect of doubling the celL length and halving the time inter-

val in a systfanin which the only viscosity present is the effective

viscosity of the PIC method (Appendix II).

A comparison of Figs. 6 and 7 is demonstrative of the fact that the

introduction of nonlinear artificial viscosity into a PIC calculation

will not accomplish a great deal in the wayof instability bounding.

This means of controlling fluctuations in what should be a stagnant re-

gion of the fluid should especiallybe avoided inpzwblems where one ex-

pects large velocity graitlents. A far better way of controlllmg these

fluctuations is to place an upper limit on the time increment. Once the

other parameters of the system have been chosen, this limit may be deter-

mined by introducing a perturbation into an otherwise stagnant system and

varying the size of the time interval until a tolerable kinetic ener~

level is obtained. In many cases the Emit on the

termined is less restrictive than that reqtired to

the regions of high velocity flow.

time increment thus de-

preserve stability in
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Fig. 7: KLnetic energy profiles demonstrating the effect of changes in
the space and time increments of a 40 cell F’ICsystem which is
entirely free of artificial viscosity. Except for the changes
noted by each profile and the fact that f = 0, the input data
is the same as that of Fig. 2e.
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APPENDIXI. THE FORM OF

In the original PIC

THE PIC ENERGY EQUATION

method the energy difference equation was derived

from the differential equation

~E
P~+ pug=” -$-

a u)
x’

where E is

Usiw this

Phase I.

the total energy (the

difference scheme the

(A-1)

other quantities were defined in Part I).

method was nonconservative of energy in

Energy conservation can be obtained in the PIC method by using as a

basis for the energy difference equation the differential equation

which is equivalent to Eq. (A-l). Dropping the transport term in this

equation and transforming to difference notation we have

!g a+=W (“,j-j3/2-‘j+l/J)

where N represents
s

of a perticle. The

the number of particles in cell j and m is the mass

velocity, u, in this eqmtion is then replaced by its

time average over Phase 1, ~. With this change the Phase I momentum and
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energy equations, with artificial viscosity terms neglected, appear as

follows :

w

‘j-l/,2 = $.1/2 +

Yj-1/2 = 5.1/2 +

(W n
— ‘j..3/2 2)“ P;+l/ )
2Np

(
!%IL? GJ3,2-CJ+l,J

2Np
“- 9

(A-2)

where the tilde symbolizes the fact that these terms do not as yst in-

clude the transport effect.

To see that this differencing

boundary conditions, does conserve

the total energy of the system is

technique, together with the proper

total energy, observe that at time t

En =
‘(y ni9[1~-1/2+2 j-1/2

j=l

whereas by the end of Phase I it has changed

the total change being

J

[
bE= ~ ~ ~ ?-

j=l j-1/2 - j-1/2 + ‘j-l/2

to

(’‘j-l/2 2)1-’$1/‘

k~E=gf ‘n
2 ‘j-l/2Gj-3/2

ii
j=l + ‘~-3/2 j-1~J

(
ii- $+1/2 j-1/2 J+p;-1/2=j+l/ ‘

(A-3)
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sf%er rearrangement of terms. This equation is now in conservative form

and, in terms of the fictitious celh beyond the system (j = O and

j = J + 1), can be written

(
\

G ii5E = : p:/2 -1/2
+ p:l/2 1/2 - ‘~+1/2 J-1/2

ii ii
J- ‘:-1/2 J+l/ “

Since the system is considered to have rigid boundaries the vebcity must

vanish at both ends; thus u-1/2 = ‘U1/2 h ‘J-1/2 = ‘UJ+l/2 always“

Likewise du/dt = O at each tiundary so that p-1/2 = Pi/2 ad ‘J4/2

= ‘J+l/2
by Eq. (A-2). Energy conservation then follows from these bound-

ary conditions●
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APPENDIx II. ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY

Inherent in the PIC method is a

to velocity msgnitude. This was

by foming the Taylor expansions

sent sJJ.three phases of the PIC

higher order tezms neglected snd

diffusion tbrm which is proportional

demonstrated in Reference 1, p. 15 ff,

of the difference equations which repre-

method. The resulting equations, with

subscripts dropped, were

(. . au)

where

A’ =;8XPU

is called the effective viscosity coefficient. Comparing these equations

with the momentum

sible fluid flow,

demonstrates that

and energy equations expressing one dimensional compres-

the k! terms have their origin in the difference method.
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The At terms have their principal effectiveness in regions where the

velocity gradient is large or where fluctuations occur in high speed

material. In fact, it is due to the presence of these terms that the PIC

method achieves success in approximating

measure of success has not been obtsined

speed is considerably subsonic.

high velocity fluid flow. This

in problems in which the fluid

Specifically, an important limitation of the PIC method exists when

perturbations are introduced into an otherwise stagnant fluid. Large

fluctuations about the proper values develop in the region of the per-

turbation. Dsmping of these fluctuations will.only develop as the ve-

locity increases to the point where the effective viscosity becomes im-

portant. In order to obtain rapid damping in a nearly stagnant fluid, a

dissipative force not proportional to velocity is required.

Provision has been made in the PIC method to introduce, artificially,

variable amounts of damping forces in the form of pressure modifications.

This dissipative term is of the form

(1 +f n~; =
P; aco Z ‘j-1/2 + q+l /21)($-1/2 - $+1/ J

and is always calculated at cell boundaries.

The aco pa% of q is of the type discussed above since it is not pro-

portional to velocity. It is similar to a Landshoff [4] artificial viscosity

in that CO is t~en as a representative sound speed for the system. This

portion of the dissipative force is applied only when the system is exper-

iencing compression.
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In Part I it was demonstrated (p. 15) that the PIC equations were un-

conditionaJ2y unstable for

%<(’ +4(’ -:: ‘t ‘OO

This instability is bounded in emplitude, however, by the effective viscos-

ity of the PIC method. A comparison of the recovery fmm a density per-

turbation away fmm steady state is shown in Fig. A-1 for systems which

contain ac~ type viscosity, f type viscosity, and effective viscosity only.

Notice that recovery is complete in the presence of acO type viscosity but

that a finite equilibrium amplitude is approached in the other two cases

(see Part 11).

The f part of the artificial viscosity is proportional to the effec-

tive viscosity. It may be applied either in compressions and rarefactions

or in rarefactions alone. Thus one is permitted a rather wide choice in

either bolstering, reducing, or removing the effective viscosity of the

system. Such a capabi~ty is important in those problems in which effec-

tive viscosity has a detrimental effect. As an example, when gas moves

away from a wti the effective viscosity csn cause cavitation by smoothing

the velocity profile. In this case removing effective viscosity only in

rarefactions prevents cavitation while retaining the smoothing effect in

compressions.

However, in most problems in which a rather wide range of velocity

values is encountered, better smoothing seems to be obtainable from the

type of viscosity than from any other type. As an exanple,when a
‘o
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Fig. A-1: Profiles of maximum kinetic energy from three 20 ceil PIC
systems which have been perturbed from steady state as the
result of an instantaneous density imbalance. The dotted
line profile resulted from calculations employing Mnear
artificial viscosity (aco = 1.0), the dashed line profile
corresponds to nonlinear artificial viscosity (f = 1.0),
and the so~d line to a system which did not employ arti-
ficial viscosity.
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plane steady shock strikes and reflects from a rigid wsll, one would ex-

pect the material velocity in the vicinity of the wall to come to zero.

Figure A-2 illustrates the effect on such a system of various types of

viscosity. The first profile is that for a system in which the effective

viscosity has been removed by setting f = -0.~, in the second case m

artificial viscosity has been applied, while in the third, fourth and

fifth profiles an f type, a Richtmyer-Von Neumann type, and an aco type

viscosity have been applied respectively, al-lwith the

cient set equal to 1. Notice that the best dsmping is

viscosity coetYi-

obtained with the

type viscosity.
‘o

The effectiveness of the artificial.

large extent on the manner in which they

equations. This is true not only in the

ferencing schemes.

Let us examine the effectiveness of

viscosity terms depends to a

are expressed in the difference

PIC method but also in other dif-

Eqs. (A-2) when they are nmdified

to include artificial viscosity. The obvious way to achieve this modifica-

tion, without destroying the conservativeness of the system, is to replace

ce~ pressures in those equations by the sum of the equation of state pres-

sure for the celJ.plus the average value of artificial viscosity at the

ce~’s two boundaries. Butj by reason of this definition, the mmentum

equation becomes

*-= --& [(;-,,2- :+1,2)+; ($-2+-$-,-$- {+1)]0
J

(A-4)
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Fig. A-2: Velocity profiles of @ cell PIC systems which shov the
effect of a plsne steady shock striking and reflecting
from a rigid wall. Each profile is labeled with the
type of artificial viscosity used in its calculation.
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The defect in this manner of

the dissipative terms over such a

differencing is apparent. h averaging

wide spatisl range, the sensitivity of

velocity change to velocity gradient is impaired. This results in too

much smoothing in the neighborhood of shocks and, at the other extreme,

too little damping when perturbations occur in an otherwise stagnant

fluid.

Nor can this sensitivity be achiwed simply by writing the momentum

equation as

(A-5)

for this destroys the energy conservation of the equations.

But it is possible to achieve difference equations which are conser-

vative snd yet do not involve interpolated viscosity terms. To do this it

is necessary to alter the derivation of the Phase I equations. Begin with

the one dimensional momentum end energy differential equations with trans-

port terms dropped and pressures umdified to include artificial viscosity,

au
~%= -:(P + q),

But now rewrite the energy equation in the equiv~ent fo~

Using this slternate form of the energy equation, we write the equa-

tions in the difference form
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where we

With the

longer a

N=).
R- (‘j.l/2 - ‘;-1/ J

N%
(--& $,,2- fQj-1/

have n6w written the

difference equations

= P;-l - P; + $-1 ‘ $

= $1/2 (;,-, - :) +(Cl”’G),-l

,

()
- qn ii

J (n - %))+ ~j.1/2 Qj

momentum equation in the form of Eq. (A-s).

thus expre~sed,

problem. I?orthe vafiation in total

(A-6)

... -
ener~ conservation 1s no

energy over Phase I is

w

E. En. n (qm;J1,2+1,2+:J ,,2 :j ,,2 .$1,
i)]

j=l - - - - -

which is clearly in conservative form.

All of the p~obhzns described in this report made use of the comput-

ing scheme described byEqs. (A-6).
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